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I wish to inform him and all other hon. members that the 
company supplying Canada Post with the quality material went 
bankrupt and as a result Canada Post had to go offshore.

The hon. member should be apprised that 57 per cent of 
Canada Post’s printing requirements are done by Canadian 
suppliers. I can assure the hon. member we are continuing to 
work with Canada Post as well as Industry Canada to ensure that 
the remaining 43 per cent which comes from offshore will come 
from Canadian suppliers in the not too distant future.

My question is the following: Is the minister aware that any 
further delay in accrediting such a foundation is endangering not 
only Mr. Tremblay’s life but also the lives of all Quebecers and 
Canadians who suffer from the same disease and who could 
benefit from the assistance provided by this foundation?

[English]

Hon. David Anderson (Minister of National Revenue): Mr.
Speaker, the issue is a very important and serious one particular
ly for the family involved.

The department is faced with the problem of the very tight 
legal requirements put on it by this House and of course by 
legislation. I will however attempt to see what I can do. In due 
course I hope to be able to report to the hon. member a decision 
one way or the other.

GRAIN TRANSPORTATION

Mr. Vic Althouse (Mackenzie): Mr. Speaker, my question is 
for the minister of agriculture or Minister of Transport.

Last August the previous government began dismantling the 
Crow benefit portion of the Western Grain Transportation Act 
by cutting it by 10 per cent. It proposed further cuts over four 
years which would see the Crow disappear completely.

Since rents and farmland values are being forced down by this 
policy, making the refinancing of a diversified western economy 
more difficult, if not impossible, will the government fully 
reinstate the Crow benefit in perpetuity?

JUSTICE

Mr. Jack Ramsay (Crowfoot): Mr. Speaker, I have an 
unexpected question for the Minister of Justice. It concerns the 
mercy applications under section 690 of the Criminal Code 
which pertains to applications for new trials by convicted 
Canadians.

As the minister knows, it has taken as long as four years for 
his department to process and decide on such applications. In 
view of this would the minister consider a review of the process 
within his department in order to expedite these applications? 
Would the minister give consideration to adopting the recom
mendations made by the royal commission of inquiry into the 
Donald Marshall case?

Hon. Allan Rock (Minister of Justice and Attorney Gener
al of Canada): Mr. Speaker, a review of the process surrounding 
the section 690 applications is presently under way in the 
Ministry of Justice. We are taking a close look at the recommen
dations of the Marshall inquiry.

We will be announcing in the next few months changes in the 
system to ensure that all such applications are dealt with fairly 
and as quickly as possible.

I should point out one thing. While it is true some of the 
applications in recent years have taken an extended period, I 
have examined the records and they show that in those cases 
counsel for the applicant was making additional submissions 
sometimes with new evidence. Therefore those working on the 
application had to take that new material into account which 
delayed the process.

I do agree we should process them as quickly as possible in 
the interests of fairness and justice. We do have it under review. 
I will be happy to report to the House when we have come to our 
conclusions.

• (1500)

Hon. Douglas Young (Minister of Transport): Mr. Speaker, 
unaccustomed as I am to taking the same line as the Minister of 
Finance, I think my hon. friend will have to wait for the budget 
to get the answers to questions regarding the Crow and a number 
of other questions we are all waiting with bated breath to have 
answered.

[Translation]

PATRICK TREMBLAY FOUNDATION

Mr. Stéphane Bergeron (Verchères): Mr. Speaker, my ques
tion is for the Minister of National Revenue. On February 11 
last, I called the attention of this House to the case of the young 
Patrick Tremblay who is fighting a severe form of cancer. This 
young man has to undergo expensive treatment available only in 
Texas.

To raise money to pay for his treatment, a foundation has been 
set up. This foundation, we are told, will go on helping other 
people in a similar situation after Patrick is cured. Unfortunate
ly, the Department of National Revenue is delaying granting the 
accreditation application that would enable this foundation to 
issue income tax receipts.


